SSATP ANNUAL MEETING

Third Development Plan 2015-2018 (DP3)
PILLAR LEARNING EVENTS

FEBRUARY 22&23, 2017
PILLAR A
INTEGRATION, COHESION, CONNECTIVITY

STRONG CONSENSUS:

- ON THE PILLAR RELEVANCE
- ON PILLAR OUTCOMES
- ON PILLAR ACTIVITIES
LESSONS FOR THE CONTINENT

GREEN LOGISTICS: MOROCCO EXPERIENCE AS A MODEL

CONTAINER TERMINAL CONCESSION: BE AWARE OF GUIDING PRINCIPLES

PPIs: A KEY TOOL FOR PORT COMMUNITY

DRY PORTS AND ICDs: Where, When, How?

CORRIDORS MANAGEMENT: INSTITUTIONS AND CMPS

TRUCKING INDUSTRY: GUIDELINES FOR A COMPLEX INDUSTRY
PILLAR B
URBAN TRANSPORTS AND MOBILITY (UTM)

ACKNOWLEDGED UTM AS A GROWING CONCERNS FOR AFRICAN CITIES AND CONSISTENCY WITH SDGs.

- **REASONS:** FAST GROWING POPULATION, UNPRECEDENTED URBAN SPRAWAL, HIGH GROWTH RATE OF MOTORIZATION

- **DOs:** APPLYING THE EASI CONCEPT FOR INTEGRATED UTM APPROACH, EXTEND CAPACITY BUILDING AND DISSEMINATE KNOWLEDGE

- **EASI ENDORSED BUT, NEED FOR ATTENTION ON THE FOLLOWING:**
  
  GOVERNANCE
  IMPACT
  CAPACITY BUILDING-IMPLEMENTATION
LESSONS FOR THE CONTINENT

LAND USE AND TRANSPORT PLANNING INTEGRATION: A MUST FOR SUSTAINABILITY

INTEGRATED APPROACH ON TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY FOR IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY

SMART CITIES: USE OF ICTs TO UTM EFFICIENCY

ALLOCATE/REALLOCATE PUBLIC SPACE TO SUSTAINBLE MODES

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

FULL OWNERSHIP AND CHAMPOINSHIP OF UTM
PILLAR C
ROAD SAFETY

A CRUCIAL ISSUE TO ADDRESS.

KEY BUILDING BLOCKS:

- KNOWLEDGE AND DATA MANAGEMENT
- LEAD INSTITUTIONS FOR HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT
- SUSTAINABLE FINANCING
- MAINSTREAMING
- CAPACITY ON THE GROUND
LESSONS FOR THE CONTINENT

- COUNTRY LEADERSHIP IS INSTRUMENTAL
- POLICIES AND STRATEGIES TO GET RIGHT DIRECTION: urban vs rural
- COORDINATION AND PARTNERSHIP ARE KEY TO GETTING RESULTS ON THE GROUND
- DATA COLLECTION: ICT AND BIG DATA TO CUT CORNERS
- REGIONAL OBSERVATORIES/AFRICAN OBSERVATORY